WEIGH MODULES

Weigh Modules are designed to be installed under the legs of a tank or conveyors. Modules are supplied in pairs and include a summation box. Each module has 10’ of load cell cable connected to the summing box and 30’ of cable on the summing box to the indicator. Four shear beam load cells (two per module) are standard. In capacities over 10000 lb center loaded shear beams are supplied.

Note: Indicator not included.

- Available in capacities from 1000 lb to 50000 lb
- Available in lengths from 2’ to 12’
- Custom mounting plates available
- Low profile from 5” to 6”
- Stainless steel or mild steel construction
- Stabilizer bars for rigid mounting
- Optional carry handles for shorter lengths
- 1000 ohm load cells for battery operation available
- Leveling plates for uneven surfaces

Please consult Sterling or an authorized dealer for standard and/or custom options.